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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes a- series of experiments that were

undertaken to extend the limits of output power and wavelength coverage 

of optically pumped mid-infrared lasers. Initially, two new cw Raman

lasers operating at waveeengths of 11.5 and 12.5 pm were deveeoped. 

Maximum output powers of 650 add 150 mW w/ee produced, wihh pump powers 

of 11 and 3.3 W, resppeCiveey. The effect of the pump offset on the 

output power was then determined by mmmaauing the efficeency of an NHg 

laser pumped at frequency offsets of 94 and 274 MHz. In lasers 

ope rating in pure NH3 the larger pump offset required a greater pump 

intenssty to reach threshold, but efficiency increased with pump offset. 

Higher NH3 pressures could be used at larger pump offsets and the 

improved afficnency was attributed to reduced saturation effects at the 

fiigher operating pressures.

Experiments carried out with NHg inversion lasers have greaMy 

increased the output powers available at a large number of waaaeangthu 

in the 10 to.14 pm range. In a buffered NH3 mixture, the sR(5,0) 

transition was pumped on resonance. CollSsiocs with either — or Ar 

buffer gases were effective in therma!Hzing the rotational poppuations 

in the ^=1 vibrational level and producing gain on a wide range of

frequences. Outppu powers as large as 3.5 W on a single Tine and 
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greater than 5 W mU:i-in^e were produced, at efficiencies of 20 and 

30 % resppctively. The number of lasing wawelengths increased 

substaanially, as more than forty ortho-NHg transitions were observed to 

lase in a gratingstuned cavity. The optical pumping technique was then 

used for the first time to produce lnne-tunable lasing on para-NHm 

transi'toons. The sR(5,l) trratitioa was pumped near resonance and 24 

para-transstions were observed to lase. In total, lasing was achieved 

on 65 different mansStions in iNiHg, with wave lengths of IO.3 to 

13.8 pm.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Much research has been undertaken oeer the last 25 years to 

produce sources of coherent radiation at waaalengths from the 

Uti'aviolet to the far-nia^ai^ed. Thousands of transitions haee been 

observed to lase, with outputs at wavelengths as short as 0.14 pm and as 

long as 1200 pm.1 Howeeer, the number of lasers with efficiencies 

greater than 1 ■ % is a eery small fraction of this total. There is an 

ongoing search for high-intensity sources in areas of the spectrum that 

haee paaricular scie^i^iific interest. One such region is the 

mid-infrared (5 to 50 pm), where unnil recenniy there were fee poweeful 

lasers. The n'brati etal-ootaei onal transiOions of many moOecuues occur 

in this specCral region. Mid-infrared sources would be of value in 

meassring the spectroscopic propppties of gases and in the detection of 

trace gases in the atmosphere. Photochemical appUpatiGm for industry 

are deeeeoping as quickly as new lasers are produced and the poooibility 

of using itfrlced lasers for isotope separation has also stimulated the 

deeelopment of mi^-infrae^d lasers.

For any type of lasing it is necessary that the gain medium be 

excited to a noi-equllibnuum state. This cxci■tatiet is often proeided 

either by an-electrical discharge or by optical pumping. In gas 
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discharges, collisions between electrons and the gas molecules transfer 

energy to the vibrational modes of the gas. [f a population inversion 

is created between two states then lasing Wl occur. In the CO? laser, 

the initial e^c^itatoc^n of N? is provided by an electrical discharge and 

the laser gas is excited by the resonant transfer of energy from N? to 

CO?. In general, electrical eecitati'on is not an efficient process, but 

the CO and CO? lasers, which operate at 5 and 10 pm respectively, are 

exceptions to the rule. An eleccrical-to-optical power conversion 

efficiency of greater than 40 % has been uaoduced in a cw CO laser^ and 

15 % is typical of CO? lasee^ss At other infrared waveeengths there are 

few electrically-exccteS lasers of significant power or effcciency.

Opppcal pumpUng is one of the pioneering techniques used to 

produce lasing. The first laser conse^^ted of a ruby rod that was 

typically pumped by a flashlamp. Cu^r'er^'^ high-power Nd:YAG lasers are 

similarly pumped, with efficiencies of a few percent. In optpcal 

pumping, a moloturt absorbs a photon at one frequency and emits a new 

photon at a second frequency. This pumppng method ss geneeally

inefficient because the radiation from a flashlamp coeeas a broad 

spetCaal range and oMy a smmll fracton of the pump energy is absorbed 

by the transitlon of inttatet. • Howeeee, in principle almost any 

mopO^^ can be made to lase if it is pumped with eurUiciently ittente 

radiati on of the approopiate frequency. High tfficinncy can be attained 

if the pump radiation is m^mocohhoomic, i.e., if an epCsiliSpg lreta is 

used as a pump. As each of the mmaor diecharggeeccited lnstrs was 

dtveloped, it was used to pump a large number of mtetrals and produce 
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fluoeescence or lasing at other wwaveengths. C02 has been one of the 

moot im^<n^1tant sources for optical pumping because it can operate on a 

single lnne and sill deei'eer high power at a large number of 

waveeengths from 9 to 11 pm.

The oppical pumping of NHg and other ^c^oec^u’les of low mooed-ilar 

weight is a very effective way to convert C02 radiation to waveeengths 

of 10 to 1000 pm. The e2 vibrational-rotatoonal frequencies of NH3 

overlap those of the C02 9-om and 10-pm bands and the NH3 molceule 

interacts strongly with elvutoonagneVic radiation. The narrow speccral 

widths and wide spacing between NHg transitoon frequencies ensure that 

ohy the tr^ansitoon that is pumped wil absorb the pump radiation. 

Howwvee, the highly speee'cic nature of sptlual onlnping has the 

dlsvdvvntvge that eery close coincidences between the pump and absorber 

frequencies are required. Such coincidences are rare in an indieidual 

absorbing nolecule, but a large numer of moleculcs haee transitoons 

that are close to the frequencies of C02 laser lines. Pumping such 

mo'loeSes has produced far-via^aei^d (FIR) lasing on nummrous waaeeengths 

from 50 to 1250 pm in both pulsed and cw systemss^’4 FIR lasing takes 

place between rotational states in an upper vibratoonal leeel of the 

pumped moloe^e. ' There is genneeriy little top^oatim in the upper 

leeees, so it is ueiatiiely easy to create an inversion and generate 

lasing at these frequences. Mid-infrared (5 to 50 pm) lasing occurs 

between two different cibuvtionvl leeels' and is much more difficult to 

vchieae. In 1976 Chang and McGee obser'eed lasing at 12.81 pm when they 

pumped NHg with a pulsed laser operating on the C02 9R(16) line.5 The 
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power of the 12-pm laser has since increased cooss'deralHy and power 

conversion efficiencies of 28 % have been reported^ Lasing on a wide 

range of wavelengths was achieved when the tO£ 9R(30) lnne was used as a 

pump? and power conversion effidiencies of 10 to 20 % have been 

repo rted.8

In a coatinuons-wavr (cw) system, the use narrow-bore 

waveguides in the NHg laser cavity has produced resi^uts similar to those 

of the pulsed laser systems. Intensities as high as 10i W/cmi can be 

produced by focussing the output of a conveenional low-pressure t0g 

laser into a warergSda. Lasing is p^s^s^SSle on iadieidsrl NHg

when the appropriate tOg pump frequencies are used.

Much of the ear'dier work on cw optical pumping used the tOg 

9R(30) laser liar to pump the NHg sR(5,0) transition. Output powers as 

great as 10 W at 12.08 pm and power conversion rffidiancirt of 28 % were 

observed.9 At pump fmciemm offsets greater tarn 100 MHz the gain in 

an opppcally pumped laser is created by a scattering process. The 

initial experiments described in this thesis examined the effect of pump 

offset on the perfornltncn of mid-infrared lasers. Three talInt id'lons in 

NHg were pumped at different feeqiency offsets. The feequency of the 

9R(30) tOg ln ne is 184 MHz higher than that of the NHg sR(5,0) 

traisitioa.l■0 As Raman gain has been found to increase with decreasrng 

pump offset, it was decided ■ to pump two trn^nsitions that have closer 

coincidencrt with tO£ laser lines. A tOg sequence laser, operaating on 

either the 9P(7) or the 9P(17) line, was used to pump the aR(5,l) or the 

sR(3,3) taansst oon rrtpecrierly, and the 12-Pm output powers and 
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efficiencies were compared with those of the sR(5,0) system. An 

experiment was then undertaken to clearly determine the effect of pump 

offset. The 9R(30) pump li ne was used in conjunction with an 

acousto-optfc modulaaor (AOM) to pump the sR(5,0) transition at 

different feequency offsets. It was found that, whiie lasing threshold 

could Se reached at low pump powers when the pump offset was siraH, high 

eft'keency was more characterestsc of ‘larger pump offsets. The reason 

for this Sehhhior and its impi■iea•t■ion for Raman lasers in general are 

discussed in chapter 3.

Once the work with Raman lasers was concluded, experiments were 

carried out to investigate the more versatile NH3 inversion laser. In 

1984, Rooiand et a. demoossrated that line-UunaSlr operation could Se 

achieved using a cw pump lr^sevH The inversion laser produced radiation 

on a large number of wavelengths from 11 to 13 pm when a single 

transStion was pumped. Is this respect it is far supp^or to the Raman 

laser, which produces output on oily the one transiOios dirreely coupled 

to. the pumped transstion. Howe wen for a trpulcltirs inversion to Se 

created it is necessary that an NH3 transition Se pumped on resonance. 

A pail' of AOMs were used to shift radiation from the CO2 9R(30) line 

into coincidence .with the sR(5,0) tr^an^istol in ^NiHg. Is INH3, the 

aR(2,0) transi'i-on . can Se effectively pumped Sy the CO3 10R(42) Issi 

without ■ a frrquenscsSiff.l-2LinrstunaSlr lasing has Seen produced with 

powees . as. ■ .high as ' '700 mW in ^N^Hg and 1.5 W in 15nH3.11»12

This thesis descriSre recent axterioaste that have yiedded 

higher power ■ ( >5W) and rf1iiclency ( >30 %) .in line-tunaSla NH3 lasers. 
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The number of observed lasing waav!engths has increased suustaatiaaiy 

and the first achievement of cw l■ine-tutnSle lasing on para-NHg 

transitions is reported. As there is no significant transfer of energy 

from ortho-NHg to para-NHg, it was necessary to pump a second 

transition, . the sR(5,l) ln^e, in order to produce lasing on para lines. 

Two thirds of NHg lnnes are parantransttions and the extension of lasing 

to these transitions wll mean much more thorough coverage of the 11-pm 

to 14-pm region.

The remainder of this thesis co^'^ists of four chaptprs. Ch^^fa-^er 

2 sets forth the general spectroscopic properties of NHg that are 

relevant to the development of a mid-infraeed laser. The physscal 

processes that cunnu■iSste to the Raman and inversion gain are described, 

as are the majur features of the computer modees used to caRb^te the 

gaR. ChCpaer 3 gives an account of the experimental investigations of 

the Raman laser and of the effect of pump offset on laser efficiency. 

The ope rati on of two new cw Raman lasers is described and the 

difrrtnncet in perforniance of the sP(7,0) laser at pump offsets of 94 

and 274 MHz are examined and exppPnnfd. Chapter 4 presents the 

improvements that were observed in the cw lin-stuttSlf NHg laser when 

greater pump powers were used. The effectiveness of argon as a Souter 

gas is compared with that of nitrogen ' and the achievement of 

li n--ScnabSf operation on para irantitiutt in NHg is reported. The 

perfomnilnce of the ■ linestuttSle laser- is evaluated in light of the 

predict•iont of a simppe m^<^tel described in chapter 2. Finally, chapter 

5 summarizes the discoveries made in this work, the improvements in the 
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output chaveaCtrrstics of the cw NH3 laser, and some present and future 

applications of the lnne-tunable laser.



CHAPTER 2

THEORY

2.1 Introduction

This chapper presents a brief reeiew of the vibratiotai and 

rotational spectroscopy of NHg. The gain processes that take place when 

low-pressure pure NH-g is opplcaHy pumped are described in the section 

on Raman gain. The resets of calculations are presented to eealuate 

the poosibillts of achieeing Raman lasing on selected pumppPasing 

transitions. Ad-itienal effects that are ob^ereed when higher-pressure 

mixtures are pumped on resonance are described in the subsequent section 

on invers'^o^n ga™. Some prrdictOons about the behavior of lnne-tunable 

NHg lasers are then made on the basis of sitppe theoreeical 

caR^ations.

2.2 Spectroscopy of NHg

NHg is a pyramidal p^oo^cuus. with threefold rotational symmppry. 

It has four vibratiotal po<-€^ii, two symmethc and two asymmptrlc. The 

fundapeptal . mode has the lowest snaggy of the tour,13 and is

vibrationai-ootatiotai Unes overlap the 9-p.im and 10-pm bands of C02. 

The vg mode is symnptric, i.e., it prasareas the,rotational symmmtry of 

the NHg molecuUe. The NH3 ■ tplecule possesses additOonal sypmetsy 

8
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because its spectroscopic properties do not depend on the orientation of 

the nitrogen nucleus with respect to the hydrogen plane. If the 

nitrogen atom were confined to one side or the other, the reflect on 

symmmtry would make each vibrational level doubby degeneeate. Howewer, 

the potrtnivl barrier at the hydrogen plane is finite, and the nitrogen 

atom can tunnel through. There is a mixing of the two spatial states to 

fom the s (symmemric) and the a ^symmetrc) states. The a state is 

higher in energy than the s state by 0.8 cm"1 in the ground —- = 0) 

level, and by 36 cmH- in the c=4 levee.13

In addition to the energy from vibratoon! modes, the NH^

eelccule also possesses energy that is stored in its rotational

In the absence of an external field, the rotational energy depends onny 

on the quantum numbers J and K, where K = |k| is the projection of the 

angu^r ereentut J on the axis of symmmtry of the toiecult. To first 

order, the rotational energy is E = BJ(J+1) + (C-B)K2, where B

and C are constants that are determined by the moments of inertia of the 

moieccit.13

The selectioe rules for electric dipole transitrons in the 

infrared mem

AK = 0 ' and AJ = -1, 0, or 1 if K t 0 ,

AJ = ±1 if K = 0.

In ad-tron there muut be a change of symmetcy, i.e., ■ v—>s or s—>a. 

Therofore any . eibrrtionrl-rotatirnal transition can be specefied by the 

notation xY(J,K), -were x is a or s, and Y is P,Q, or R, depending on 

wheeiier J changes by . J = 1, 0, or -1 in going foom the upper to the 
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lower level. The values c, J, and K are those of the lower level.

[t is soromtimes necessary, for examppe in electrical discharges, 

to conssdtr tht eleotsonic states of the NHg molecule. Howewer, the 

9-pm photons used to pump NHg have much less energy than is required to 

txd'tt tht uolocure to higher electronic states, so only the ground 

electronic state must be considered in o^p^ii^c^l'ly pumped NHg lasers.

2.3 Gain Processes

2.3.1 Raman GgIc

Optical pumping'has proved to be a reliable and efficient way to 

produce gain in the 12-^ region. When upmmicg with a laser there are 

usua^y ody three ltvtls that must be considered in gain calculetions. 

In this thesss, al opUlcal■|y pumped laser systems take tht form of an 

inverted "vee", as shown in Figure 2.1. The three ltvtls are tht lower 

ltvtls of tht pump and probe trensitlons and tht common upper level. If 

there is a small offset ( < 90 MHz) between the pump frequency and the 

line center of tht NHg absorpppon, then tht pump radiation wil be 

absorbed and the exited to the upper level. [f a population

inversion is created between ltvtls 0 and 1, then stimulated emission 

can be -■ produced at the line centtr frequency Qq^. As tte pump offset 

lncrtests, fewer NHg lmolocuref absorb the radiation, and little 

poppleHm is transferred to the upper level. A strong absorption 

exists. at Hne center ■ of-- the 0-1 transition, but a teo-ptotoc scattering 

process can create gain at nearby frequencies. In the Raman process, a 

photon of ftequency Dp is converted into one of frequency 0y. The



FIGURE 2.1 Diagram of the principal energy levels involved in 

the genarari■oa of Raman gaw. A pump photon of 

frequency Wp is offset by a frequency d'ifeerencr 

<Sp from 2q£. GGan is measured at a feequency 

cus offset by 6S foom Q q . . The Raman resonance 

crnaitioa is 6S - 6p.
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frequency change corresponds to the energy difference between the 

molecular levels 1 and 2. The scattered photon will have a frequency 

offset from that is r^c^ughly equal to the pump offset. Inversion

gain requures pumping near resonance (<5p - 0), whereas the two-photon 

nature of the Raama ppocees ennures hhat i eeen ait fairly large pump 

offsets, the Raaan resonance eoonntion <$s p- <5 pan be psaassie^. For 

convennence, the pump and scattered aadiatton are labelldt wthh the 

spectroscopic nnot^tton oo the seerby transitcons. It shouud be kept 

in mind that this notation does not signify that an abssorptlon/faissaon 

process takes place, but me mey indicates the levels that are involved 

in the resonant Raman process. The seleotion rules for Raman 

trans itcnnu are^

AK = 0 , a—>a or s-->s

and AJ = 0, ±1, ±2 if K / 0 ,

AJ = 0, ±2 if K = 0.

The Raman gain is proportinnsl to the poputation difference 

between levels 2 and 1. 06^™^ the population in tee

viaratiimtl-rotatcnntl levels of NHg decreases with J, thus maximum gain 

will be produced on the coupled P-translt'ion when an a-branch transiton 

is pumped (kJ = 2). In thermal equnibrium there is a larger poouUation 

in level 1 than in level 2. Coccufuqntty, it is much to generate

gain at low pump intenuitieu by the Raman process than by creating a 

poopUation inversion between levels 0 and 1.

Theoreriusl derfoipti ons dffvlofed by Panock and Ternein^ and 

Heppner ' et ' al-^ to descrUe the gain po^es^s it oppa'cally pumpet
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fau~■inUaaved lasers have been fuctd to work equdly wwVI for 

mid-infrared lasers. This theory was the basis for the co^ppu(^|r model 

that was used to make the gain calculations for this thesis. Deetils of 

the calceiationt have been given by Moori son I? and Rollint|ln and wil 

not be repeated here. The m^dtel empPuyt a dernsty maarix formalism and 

considers oniy the three levels shown in Figure 2.1. The cw case is 

assumed, i.e., the poppiatiots in the three levels are assumed to have 

reached a steady state. The stitdird rotating wave ipproxiratiot is 

used for the polirizitiot t^ems in the dentt•ty maarix and numaeical 

methods are used to calculate the Raman and inversion gains.

The culaaPCer model describes many chaauiCtvrstict of Raman gain 

that have been observed by RoUlit-'et aR.19>20 jn several experimenns, a 

tunable diode laser was used to probe the gain in ^tcal^ pumped NH3. 

When the pump and probe propagated in the same direction (^propagated) 

the gain was foct- to have a width equal to the difeeeence between the 

Doopper absorption linewidtht of NH3 at the pump and probe frequencies. 

The width of the counterpropiggiing gain was equal to the sum of the 

Doopper widths and the peak gain was correspondingly smaller than that 

observed in the ^^peggting case. It was also confirmed 

experimentaiy that the small-signtl gain scales linearly with the pump 

intensity.

In this work, ' ' the cumrpCer model was roOified ' to make it 

suitaSle.. for . calccitting the ■ gain for ■ any pa^ of coupled R-P 

(absorption-emission) trattitiott in NH3. The three trattitiott that 

were optically pumped in the experiments described in chapper 3 are the 
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sR(5,0), sR(3,3), and aR(5,l) transitions. The data used to calculate 

the gain on each transition is listed in Table 2.1. The spectroscopic 

infomation is known to high precision and the canulated thermal 

popplations have an accuracy of a few percent. The major limitation to 

the accuracy of the gain calculations is the unccreranty in the 

pof^i^pc^ation relaxation rates Yq, Yp and Yg, and in the transverse 

relaxation rate y'op. The pressure broadening coeeeicients Yqj and YOp 

are known to an accuracy of about 10%, but very few of the other 

relaxation rates have been m^maai^r^<d. In microwave experimeets, the rate 

Yj for the s(8,7) level has been found to be approximately equal to 

Yqq. In the vg = 1 level Yq is much slower.r.’.O The strongest form of

colliHional coupping is to the inversion level of the same rotational 

state. The inversion energy sepa^im is 45 times larger in the vg = 1 

level than in the ground level, so the upper states do not couple as 

effectively to one another and the relaxation rate is only about one 

quarter that of the ground level. For K=0 there is no inversion 

splitting, conseqqeatly the populariot relaxation rates Y and Yg wiil 

be slower than for other values of K. Roland et a • found that to 

describe the saturation behavior in the sP(7,0) laser it was necessary 

to use a rate y = Y = Yg about half that given by the 

uressi^ira-broadecicg coeaf'^cii^aC. There is no rertable infomation on

the rate Ye for any value of K, so it is assumed to satisfy

Y12 = Y1 + Y2 .
2

The laoge uocectainty in Ygg has its greatest effect on the saturation 

behavior of the 12-um ga^. Dee reas ing Ye by 50 % does not
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TABLE 2.1

Sppecroscopic data used to canulate the 12-pt gain in opptcally

pumped NH3. The dipole rratsiriot pommeit for the x>£ rratsiriot

is 0.24 D.

CO^ las/r transition arid pump offs/t3

000l 9R(30) 184 MHz 00°2 9P(17) 142 MHz 00°2 9P(7) 87 MHz

NH3 pumped/lasing trraniti ons and th/i r fd/qa/nci/sb (cm" J)

sR(5,0) :1084.629 sR(3,3) 1046.374 aR(5,l) 105-1.913

sP(7,0) 827.878 sP(5,3) 867.720 aP((,l) 793.222

Fractional PopiPaaions at T=300K (calnulat/d)

n° = 1.19 X 1O’4 n° = 2.73 X 10"4 n° = 6.95 X 10"5

nT = 7.26 X 10‘3 nj = 2.14 X 1O"2 n = 3.68 X 10"3

n£ = 1.82 X 10"2 n2 = 2.20 X 10‘2 n2 = 9.25 X 10"3

Fractional Popelaaions at T=195K (calculat/d)

nQ = 6.46 X IO"6 n0 = 2283 X 1O-5 n° = 4.U X 1O-6

ni = 3.35 X 10'3 nj = 2.08 X 10'2 n = 1*71 X 10*3

n£ = 1.63 X 1O-2 n2 = 2.95 X 10‘2 n2 = 8.34 X 1O“3

a. From Refs. 10 and 21.

b. From Ref. ' 22. 
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significantly affect the small-signal gain, but can reduce the 12-bm 

saturation intensity 1$ by about 30 %. Our limited knowledge of 7 

therefore makes it difficult to predict the maximum powers that can be 

produced in a given ca^^i■ty. The best estimates we have of the unknown

relaxation rates are summaaized in the formulas listed in Table 2.2. 

These estimates are used in the gain calculations of this chapter and of 

chapter 3.

In principle, the Raman gain can be canulated on any pair of 

coupled taansioions in the v? band. The results of calcuuations on some 

representmtive NH3 transi'toons are shown in Fig. 2.2. At large pump 

offsets the gain scales inversely with the square of the offset. For 

pump offsets less than 100 MHz, the inversion gain (or absorption) 

cornmines with the Raman gain, mamang the gain behavicr more difficult to 

characaenze. Figure 2.2a shows hhe change nn hhe calcuaated

srmll-signal gain with pump offset if transitions having different 

values of J are pumped. The variation of gain with J is primanly due 

to changes in the relative poppuations in the ground state. The 

popplation di^^^e^r^t^e between initial and final states is greatest for 

the aP(4,0) and aP(6,0) lasers, so they show the largest gain at any 

given offset. The effect of pumping levels that have different values 

o' K is illustraned in Fig. 2.2b. Tins variation can be accounted for 

by tie J^-K^ dependence of RCe dicolc transiton el^een, and tie 

greater degeneracy of ' the ortho (K=3n) levels compared to the para 

(K=3n ±1) energy levels.

In a high-Q caviRy it was found that the threshold for lasing on
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TABLE 2.2

Relaxation Rates, a) General relations used to estimate the 

relaxation rates y0, Yp Y2, and y12 flow Y01 and YQ2.

K * 0 K = 0

Y1 = Y01 yl = Y2 = Yi2 * Yoi/2

y2 = y02 YO S Yl

Yq = Yj/4

Y12 = Yi + V2
2

b) Pressure broadening rates at temperatures of 300l<a aed 195K&

for the three lasing systems examined in this work.

(Ref. 13).

Lasing Y01 y02

Transition 300K / 195K 300K / 195K

(106 s"1 Torr"!) (106 s ~1 Torr4)

sP(7,0) 61 91 56 84

sP(5,3). 138 207 121 182

aPpa) 74 110 70 106

a. From Ref. 27.

b. Calculeted from the rate at 300K, as the rates scale with T"



FIGURE 2.2 Vvirition of the calcclited smll-signil gain 

couVeiciettt rs a function of offset, with rn incident 

9-pm pump of 500 W/cm2-. RRiixation rates

and energy levels are taken from ReRs. 22 and 27. The 

pump offsets of a few of the lasers described in this 

thesis are indicated by asterisks.

a) Comrrrl■sot of gain for difeerent values of J when 

the !^(J,0) lnne is pumped and lasing is observed on 

the n5(J+2,0) line.

b) Gain for different values of K when tcrpttg the 

sR(5,K) trattitiot and lasing on the sP57,K) 

trtiiitioi.
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the aPP-B, — ) rrnnsirion occurred at a pump iorsosirs ( 600 W/cp. 

corresponding to a gain coeOSiciaot of m5x1—_m crLO Taking this gain 

to be the minimum requUrcd, one can use the curves in Fig. 2.2 to 

estimate the likeiiOood of lasing for any rraos^rioo and pump offset.

2.3.2 invsssion Gnin

Although thaaa are no exact ' coincidences Of laser ln^es

with 14NHj absorptien transitions, ncolluSo-oePic mpO-Uatess can be used 

to sMIf a pump iine into aasetntca with a nearby absorption IIoc. A cw 

line-tuoabla laser has baat deveiopeai■ based on the processes shown in 

Fig. 2.3. Neasarasetant optpcal pumping of the sR(5,O) rrnnsirion 

transfers a sizeable fract'ion of the NH3 poppUation from the s(5,0) 

rotational state in the ground vibrational level to the a^.O) state in 

the m>2=1 level. Dilute mixtures of NH3 and a non-absorbing gas are used 

so that coliisioos with the buffer gas may distribute the peplliunien 

from the upper pumped state to its ceppnnien rotational states, and 

rapepuUata the lower pupped state. The rotational 1111x^1 on rate due 

to the buffer gas is gcoerally much aster than the

vibratitoal-taaosiariooai (V-T) relaxation antc.29 Conneqquetly, the 

aopLlation disr^ibutioo in the rotational etntae remains close to 

thermal equilibrium, i.e., hle J^atioD of hle pepuUntotss nn any Wwo 

states in the same vibrational level is the same as it wouUd be in 

thermal , eqqulibrium at■ the amt^ii^r^lt gas temperature. Howwwer, it has 

been found sxppeimtetally that, when NHg ciI-ISis with either Ar or N?, 

the Soiiowing changis taka, (lace: AJ =0, ±1 and AK = 0, ±3.30,31 



FIGURE 2.3 Spectroscopy and energy levels of NHg relevant to 

llnt-tilnrblt laser operation. The upper trace is a 

tunable diode laser scan near 1084.6 cm-1 of a 

mixture of NHg and C0g (From Ref. 19). The scan 

shows the proximity of the C0e 9R(30) line to the 

sR(5,0) and sR(5,l) tratiitioti in NHg. The lower 

ficjur'e is a paarial eterty--tvel diagram of NH-g, 

showing several P-trrnsitions which have been 

observed to lase when the sR(5,0) tansi-ion was 

pumped. For simplicit-, only K=0 levels are shown. 

The curved arrows represent the noiiisiotal processes 

that therma^e the prpuiilrirt in the upper and lower 

levels.
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After multiple collisoons J can take on any integer value, but. K is more 

uesSuicted. If a trans it 1‘ on with K=0 is pumped, inversion can be 

created only on ' with K= 0,3,6,... (ortho tratsitiott).

Simiiarly, tcmpttg a K=1 trattitiot can create gain only on taa ns itoum 

with K = 1,2,4»5,7,,.. (para transitions). Hence ortho and para NH3 

can be regarded as ennirely different species in this laser system. 

(K = |k|. so tumttng a K=1 trantiuion pumps k = ±1, which accounts for 

the gain being created on K = 2, 5, etc. )

A cumrl.lter model has been developed that calcclites the gain on 

any lhe in the V2 viSuatiotil band of NH-g. Ortho- and para-NHj are 

considered septiuieiy, each with one , ha!H the total popu^aton. The 

model considers only the v£ = 0, 1, and 2 levels and their respective 

poplUitions Np and No-?? Four rate equators for Nj and for the

toutPntiott in the two directly pumped rotational states, rp are used. 

To solve in the cw case, the time derivatives of popp^tim are set to 

zero and a root-finding method is used to determine NQ, Np and N2- 

The model calculates the ratio Nj/Ng, winch desc^es the degree of 

vibrational inversion tru-cce- by the pump. The value of N^/Ng is then 

entered into a second program, winch calcuiatrt the gain coeueiciettt 

for steeific tortsituott. For simpi’^ity, the p^pati ons in the 

rotational levels are assumed to foHow a thermal dittuiSetiot at the 

aTmient gas trptriiCree. Experimenta 1 meatcremetts of gain 

coefficients, using a tunable diode laser, have■ been fout- to be in 

exce^e! agreement with the predictions of the mTOoUiLnThere is a 

minor discrepancy between the predict ions of the si^po model and the 
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measured gain coefficients on transitions involving the upper or lower 

pumped states. A 10 % excess (defect) in the popplation of the 

upper (lower) pumped state is suUficient to account for the eieT^e^e^ence. 

The presence of a population spike (hole) indicates that the assumption 

of compete rotati onal thermalization is not always appropriate. 

Howewer, the accuracy of the model is more than adequate for the 

purposes of the work discussed in this thesis.

It is of interest to determine the maxmmum value of Np/Ng that 

can be attanned when a sppcpfic transition is pumped. This value is a 

gauge of the vCffctiernfss of pummeng a rpuclfic NHg to

produce a vibrational inversion. The maximum inversion w'li be produced 

when the pump absorption is saturated. The rate of pumping frmm 

rotational state rg to rp is

euUr - (Ip/he^o Eo -r^go/gi)]

where Ip is the pump internRy at the frequency Vp, a is the absorption 

cross section, and gg and gp are the degeneracies of the two rotational 

levels. If crmmlete rotational thermalization is assumed, then

Oj - f-N , where fj is the rotational uartit1or function given in

Ref. 13. When saturation is reached, therefore,

(N^max - expUEi - Ephc/kTJ

where E' is the rotational energy in level r.. To first order, 

Ej - Eq - + 1)'- J0(J0+1)3. Thus the largest values of Nj/Ng

will be produced when an R-transiHion having a high value of J is 

pumped. For the sR(5,0) and sR(5,l) transitions, (Nj/Ng^x - 1.8 at 

300 K and (5p/Ng)max - 2.4 at 200 K. Improvement in lasing perCrralancf
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should therefore be expected if the rmmorir is cooled.

The con^mplter model does not at present describe the behhhior of 

the population inversion and gain in the epeeeenc oo a strong 12-im

field. Consequeeely, it cannot be uses to prpdict the saturation

intens^y or maximum power output from the laser. Howettr, the model 

was used to predict the threshold gains in thh wwveguidd can'ty, and to

determine which hratiitioti were ■ likel o to laso e’ o o viten

nonniglJratiot.

2.4 Summmry

The previous sections have prtett■htd an overview of the theory 

that describes the beha^or of oppicnl^y pumped lasers. The theory was 

the basis for two commuter modees dpveloppd by borritrni7 and Roilantle 

to crlcilrtt gain for either Raman or inversion lasers. The foildwing 

chapters describe the experiments that were carried out to era'iiate the 

modeis and to make imprtvertthe in the perfomutcp of the mid-int'a red 

lasers.



CHAPTER 3

RAMAN LASERS

3.1 Introduction

The operation rf a cw mid-iofrareO laser dsiog the sR(5,0) 

transition io NHg opeoeO dp the porsibility that cw lasiog codlO be 

proOdceO if other taaositioos were dseO. Io pdlseO laser experiments, 

the 9R(30) aoO 9R(16) lines io the 9-Om baoO of COg are those most 

common^ useO to opPPcdly pump NHg lasers. The R(30) loie has a 

feeqdeocy offset of 184 MHz from the sR(5,0) traISitioI io the vg baoO 

of NHg, aoO the R(16) loe is offset by 1.35 GHz from the aR(6,0) 

ti^aosStioo. Io cw experiments, high power aoO efficieocy were achieveO 

by pumppog the NH3 sR(5,0) traISitin.9 Despite the larce pump offset, 

lasiog was also achieveO io a higheQ cavity io which the aR(6,0) 

tr^ao^'itioo was pumpeO. . Oppeceion Rear thresholO was obtainO with 30 W 

of pump powoe.e8 As the Raman gaw Oecreases with iocr^easiog pump 

Offset, ao improvement io perfonhance cao be expecteO at reOuceO 

offsets. Careful comnppison of the feequern^ies Of ^COg aoO ^NgO laser 

Hoes with those Of ^NHg tr^msitioos OiscloseO only two suitable 

crinc■idences withio 180 MHz. The • 9P(7) aoO 9P(17) sequeoce Hoes of COg 

have Offsets of 87 aoO 142 MHz respectcvely from the aR,l) aoO sR(3,3) 

traIsitiorls io NHg. Io pulseO systems, Znotws • et • al. achieveO lasiog 

wheo either of these lInts were useO to pump NHg,e aoO , Rol^oO showeO 
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that lasing could bs achieved with leee rtno 20 W of pump powwSi34

This chapper describes the experiments which were undertaken to 

produce cw ineiog with a sequerce-l aser pupp■ing arrctgappnt. Wien 

lasing was achieved, the output perfepilnnca of the two naw ce laecae was 

measured and compared to the performance of ths sP(7,0) laser. An 

experiment was than perfomisd to isolate and determine the effect of ths 

pump frequency offset on lasing efficiency. A cel^ventieoal cw COg laser 

can bs ruoad mny about 30 MHz from ths gain peak, so an acoouro-coplc 

mpdoUunoa was ussd to ulPlift or doilnsOift ths feequency of the pump 

radiation by 90 MHz. Ths sR(5,0) rracsirioc was pumped at fcequency 

offsets of 94 and 274 MHz and the rcsu^s of output power me a surame nts 

clearly darnonotratad the affect of .pump offset on the performance of a 

Raman laser.

3.2 Sequence Laser Conetructi■on

Io the rl-ii;seentirs, Reid and Sismest discovered that COg could 

be made to lass on a pair of sequence bands that paallisi the 9.4-um and 

10.4-pjm rsguulr batds.32 Figure 3.1 is an enc!sl.y-ievcl diagaam showing 

the 9-pm rcguina and sequence bntde in COg. In a typical gain ceil, a 

sequence lnns will ' a gain coofCicircr about lmaf that of its

rsguinr neighbours. The larger riggum gain prevents any sequence lu^ss 

from las"!^ 1c all but the most 1111111x11 of canitisSi A hot CO2 cell 

placed in the laser cavity has besn found to proSed ^11x110 

absorption on the rsguilr rractitjcce to permit the sequence lu^es to 

^1. At a ■ temperature of 630 ■ K, ■ a censidernble fraction of CO2 



FIGURE 3.1 Energy level diagaam of CO2 showing the 9-Um rtglllrr 

and etqettnt bands. The lower levels of the 9-um 

lasing tratiitiore are also labtilee with the 

perntthrgt of CO2 mooed-d es in the level at 630K, 

to illuitrrtt the effect of the holt c^n. The 

lower (bracketed) number is the ptrntthagt of moircuite 

in the level at room temperature, 290 K.
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roUeculet wil be in the [10®, 022o0jj level and therefore produce 

absorption on the ueguiiu 9-um Hnes. The toptPations in the lower 

levels of the sequence bands Wl still be trria and thus not produce 

si'gnifioant absorption. ExpteireetalHy. an iSsurtticn cell contaaning

50 Torr of C^, and having about one third the length of the laser 

discharge, is sufficient to ensure lasing on moot sequence lites.

The CO2 gain tubes that were used in this work had discharge 

lengths of 1.0 to 1.4 m, so a hot cell of effective length M3 cm was 

constrccted. The cell consiste- of a glass tube of 20 mm i.-., the ends 

of which were sealed with NaCI windows mounted at the Brewster angle. 

The cell was eleccrically heated by a coil of Nichoome wire on the 

inside surface of the cell, which was wrapped with glrts wool ittclatiot 

to arinCaic a unifom temp nature along its length. Tempmeenure 

measurements were made along the central axis of the ceU with a 

thermocouppe. At typical operating contlltiots, the temppnature was 

630 ±20 K over a length of 41 cm.

Typical output powers produced by the sequence laser are shown 

in Fig. 3.2. At low values of J, the effectvecneuu of the holt cell 

absorption diminishes, and regginr licet begin to compete with the 

sequence lines. At high J, the ■ holt cell continues to be effective and 

lafing' occurs only- on sequence lines. Some high-J Hoes exhibbt 

atomrVousiy large powers because there is overlapping gain from higher 

sequence . brtdt. . Of the two sequence .ltnet that wwee used to oppt'cally 

pump NH-, the P(17) line had the higher gain, and consequently produced 

a more power'ld and stable output than the P(7) line..



FIGURE 3.2 TypR'l output powers pro)dentd on different CO? 

etqettnt liete in a laser having a discharge length 

of 120 cm. The laser was run at a pressure of 17 Torr 

with a mixture of COerO-cHe content approximateey 

8:18:74. The powers observed on the nrmmmtitg regu^r 

hratiitioni are shown below the axis. The output 

mirror hratemise■irts were a) 22%, and b) 8% .
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3.3 Acousto-Optic Mrdulrhor Ptfromrance

An rnroste-oeric modeiator (AOM) operates by light icarttritg 

off a periodic structure in a crystal in a mmnner similar to diffrantiot

by a grating. Figure 3.3 thows the mmjor features of an AOM. An

'001^^ (pressure) wave travelling h^hr^i^L^gh a solid produces a spati'any 

periodic variation in the index of refraction of the medium, with a 

nhararter■tiSin wavavength A = v/f , where v is the veeooity of sretd 

in the sond, and f is the feequttcy of the wave. For a light beam 

propagating t^hn^ugh the medium at an angle • with rteteet to the plrte • 

of '000!^^ vwartronts, Bragg df faaction will mcur when

n A sin 0j = A /2,

where A is the varoienati of the light in the medium. For the 

Inti"^^^ AGM 903 rcousto-ootic moOoiaror, this crndleiot hurr'etpurUh 

to an angle of incidence outside the m°°idior of about four etgrtte. 

Depending on wheHier the light is itc■ideth at a po°iOhvf or negaaitt 

angle with respect to the direction of srene preprggrien, the scattered 

beam will be shifted up or down by the feeqeetcy of the sretd wave 5ett 

Fig. 3.3a).

The Uifractiot efficieocy of. an AOM is tr'opt°tionrl to the 

5li neaT) rcoui;Uic power eennlty Pf/H, • where H is the heiaht of the 

acouuUic • beam. Cortnqtettty, • acouuUo-opPic .moOuiarhrs are reeerfrlly 

dteiatte . with relatively sn^mri active areas. The lm)Oelarors used in 

heeee experiments had an rcoui;Uic beam height of 03 mm, so it was 

ntntseary to frnue a C0£ beam to tteurt that moot of the radiation



FIGURE 3.3 Uppe^im of ao accosto-oopi'c moOoiator.

a) Scatteriog procetses io thr moOoiator that 

iocaeate or Oecarrisr thr feeqdenc,y of thr 

OefieateO beam wheo thr aa-iatioI is iooiOeot 

at the Bragg aogle, Qg.

b) Cro-s-stcaireai views of the moOulaaor, ^^■^9 

its phhsicai aonotrsctioo (f^l^on RRf. 34). The 

acQuest'c wave of height H aoO waaeirogth a is 

pr-OdatO by s e'iez-oletCrit tttosOuctr mounteO oo 

ooe rnO of a german'iim crys^sail. To prevent the 

buiiOsp Of staoOiog waves, thr aarsstia wave is 

OefleateO to ao absorber after passiog through the 

ittetacti-t area. Io geneeal there are two output 

beams pa-OdatO, with thr fteqdeecy-t-ifttO beam 

OefltateO by 2 ©g from the ioaiOeet Oireatire.
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entered the interaction region. Experimentally it was found that at 

long focal lengths the beam was apertured vertically by the active 

region, but with short focal lengths the angglar divergence of the beam 

was too large for the ennire beam to be deflected. Maximum power in the 

deflected beam was achieved when a mirror of focal length 80 cm was 

used.

Initial rrrsurerents of the ^ficini'icy of the AOMs were made 

with a CO2 laser ope rating on the 9R(30) line. Initially the laser mode 

resembled a ring more than a Gaussian spot. Such a mode has a Ogger 

spaHal extent than a GaGauian beam and is apertured to a greater extent 

when passing through a ^adulator. A maximum difaractOon efficiency of 

50% was observed with the ring ' mode. Higher rffc'clencies were observed 

when the beam took on a more GaGnOn ueperreace, so an aperture was 

inserted in the laser covity and several laser tubes of different bore 

were tested to determine which produced the best output. A tube of 

10 mm bore was found to give a good taansversr mode structure without 

sadi'ticing a great deal of powwr. Narrowwr-bore laser tubes gernerliy 

produced higher powers due to more effective cooling of the laser-gases 

at the wans, but the mode structure of the output beam became more 

eompricutrd as the diameter decreased. Deflection effidincies of 56 % 

per pass were contisStntly produced with the G^assian m^o^te. As a final 

test of the efticifnco limitations of the AOMs, the diffraction 

efficiency of the beam was measured when the radiation was focussed into 

a equator by mirrors with focal lengths of 80 and 105 cm. The ooeroOl
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efficleoaiet were 56 % aoO 43 %, aetpptaavely. Whim ao aperture was 

placeO at the froIt of the rnoroiator, aoO only the central 3-nm-dianetea 

portico of the beam was examinO, the tffi■eieacits were 58 % aoO 64 % 

atspeotively. Thus the Oefleatioe tffieieIcy Of ao AOM is limiteO by 

the size Of its active rtgioo.

3.4 Experimeeta 1 Apptradts and R^uUs

3.4.1 Sequence Laser Pump

Figure 3.4 shows the nntor features Of the tartegenent useO to 

opticclly pump NHg with a ttqdteat laser. For ttttiliay the ttqsteat 

laser was m^t^s^IstO oo om optical table, which eececsitated the use of a 

beneocaaity aoneIgusatioe. A aomninaeaae of wire-griO poitrizta aoO 

Frautal prism was useO So it-ltte the C0£ iaser foom optiRal feedback^ 

This itritaioe ttchoiqdt proviOeO the tOditi—eti betrOia of aonoottiog 

the linearly poiarited pump radiatioo iear cl>asltaiy poiarieed light, 

which has bern showo to pa-Odae higher gaiet io similar oppi'cally-pmmped 

systemss 19,35,36 i chopper with a 1/5 Outy cycle was useO to aeOdae the 

average power aoO prev^it Oamage to the polarizer. Al powers have bern 

scaleO to cw values. The pump radiatioo was focdsteO ietr a pyrex 

waveguiOe set iosiOe a ttaoeO aet-etet attiay. The waveguiOe serveO to

. the high ieteesiay of the radiatioo for a consiOtrablt Oistaoat 

without severe lost (Tatttni.ssi-e of pump ■ radiatioo io alm, 2.5—1 

bore tube was M4 %). The ■ circular polarizfticn of the pump anO latIng 

radiatim maOe Brewsser wieOowt uiisui’‘table for use io the NHg taaity, so 

the rnO fitiiggs of the waveguiOe haO slightly-tiUeO ZoSe wieOo>wt that 



FIGURE 3.4 Schemmrin diagaam of the apparatus used to op^ca'lly 

pump NHg with t etquttnt laser. PitzoelefCrin 

hrtilah°re PZT were used to hute the cavity lengths 

of the pump and waveguide lasers. Dichroic 

mirrors Mg reflect e98 % of itnidftt radiation at 

12 pm rte hrrtimit %90 % at 9 pm. O^U^u^u-^ mirror Mj 

was selected for trne hratsihiot so as to produce the 

maximum 12-pm output trvvr.
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were anti-refl ection coated for 12-vm radiation.

Output from the NHg laser was reflected from two dichroic 

mirrors to eliminate 98 % of the tnabsorbed pump radiation and thereby 

ensure that only the 12-pm power was mmeesred. A calibrated Scientec 

365 power rnemer was used to measure the oufput power and a 0.25 m 

monochromatsr served to isolate and identlfy the lasing transition. 

Lasing was detected and optimized by mooitoring the signal produced on a 

HghdTe detector.

Preliminary meastremmnts were made with a 60cm, 2.5mm-bore 

waveguide in the NHg cavity. Lasing thresholds were determined for the 

three transitions pumped by the h02 . regutar 9R(30) and sequence 9P (7) 

and 9P(17) lnnes. The waveguide was cooled to 200 K by enelosing it in 

a dry-ice jacket. The cooling served to increase the dieference in 

poputations between the initial and final lasing levels in NHg, and 

thereby to increase the gain produced.

Table 3.1 lists the resuuts of the threshold measurements. The 

threshold powers for the sP(7,0) and aP(7,1) lasers agree with the 

expected scaling of gain with pump offset. The ratio of pump powers 

(.18) is comiparatate to the inverse of the squares of their respective 

feequency offsets 7-22). Howwwer, the threshold pump power for the 

sP(5,3) laser is larger than that of the sP(7,0) laser, indicating that 

such a ' simple relstionthiu does ■ not genereHy h^d. Different 

transiti'ns have mmrkedly different relaxation rates and ground state 

uooulutions, paraiTimters that have a significant effect on . the Raman 

gaan. If these addiHional factors are taken into account, then there is
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TABLE 3.1

Lasing threshold powers for a 60c^m^ucg, high-Q NH3 caavty. A 

2.5rm-boum waveguide was used and the cavvty was formed by two dichroic 

miruuut. The waveguide was cooled with dry ice (T=195K).

CO? NH3 Abss)uptiot NH3 Lasing Pump Threshold NH3
Pump line and TriniCtion Offset3 Pump Prettuue

Line frequennyk and iumqcmccyb C02-NH3 Power (mTon)

(cm") ^m^ (MHz) (W)

00°2 sR(3,3) sP[5,3) 142 4.0 150

Pd^l 1046.374 867.720

00°2 aR(R,1) aPpnl) 87 0.4 140

P?)ll 1054.913 7913222

000l sR;5,0) sP(7,0) 184 2.5 320

R(3O)n 1084.629 827.878

a. From Refs. 10 and 21.

b. From Ref. 22.
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gooO agreement bttwtte experimental ahrttholOs aoO theory. Gaio 

aaiadlttioot were maOu usi^g the a-nnptea mKOel nenOioeuO io chapter 2 

aoO the Oata io Tables 2.1 aoO 2.2. The gaio was iotegaattO over the 

cav'ty lugth aoO over the area Of the beam, attdmieg that the eleetaia 

fiilis Of the pump aoO probe beams haO a Jg (zeroth orOer Bessel 

fueatire) OitaribuaioI io the wa aeg u g’ Oe. Dependoeg oo the oo,

the ca^ulateO gaio was 20 to 30 ‘ % io the forwarO Oireatioe. Ao 

absorption Of 5 to 10 % was prtOiaatO io the reverse Oiruatire, giving a 

oet gaio of 10 to 20 %. This oet gaio is co—jarabbo to the losses foon 

the oppical eieneett io the c^x^a'^y, which amount to about 10 %. 'The 

ieaeetity OtptnOtnat Of the gaio makes it tetIieiae to the exaaa spata'al 

OittaibutioI of the punp bean io the waveguide. Thus we estimate that, 

withio the undtUsateits of the expeaiment, the gaio aaladlttioot agree 

with thu experimental thatth-iO memasrtmenns.

To pa-Odae tht maximum output power from tht NHg lttea, tht 60cn 

waveguiOu was theo replaceO with om that was 1 m lng. Thu tuquueau 

laser pr-OdaeO 13 W oo the P(17) liou wiuo ao 80 % aufluaaIeg nrror was 

usuO at thu output. This aetulmeO io about 10.5 W ieaiOuet oo thu 

waveguiOu laser, whIah proOdauO a maximum output power of 650 mW oo thu 

sP(5,3) arinisi—oo. Optimum power foon thu NHg lasur was proOdauO whuo 

a Ge mirror with ao 83 % was usuO at thu output uoO. Thu

waveguuOu c-ntaieuO 120 ' moor of NHg aoO was a--ieO with Ory ice. To 

Outer-iot.thu . variatiOO of output power with ioput power, ao absorption■ 

cuH was iosurttO io the path of the punp bean aoO filleO with NHg to 

atttedatu thu pump. Figure 3.5a shows the varita^—o io output power



FIGURE 3.5 a) Variation of output power with input power for 

the sP(5,3) laser. An output mirror of taansmission 

M7 % at 12 pm was found to give the maximum power, 

at an NHg pressure of 120 mTorr.

b) Va nation of output with input power for the 

aP(7,l) laser. Maximum power was produced with an 

output coupping of 10 % and an NHg pressure of 

130 mTorr.
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that resulted. The 11.5-um power varies linearly with input (slope 

n8 %) and no saturation is evident.

The lower gain on the P(7) sequence line made it necessary to 

use a 90% reflecting mirror in the C0£ laser, and 4.0 W of power was 

obtained. Apppoximately 3 W was incident on the cooled NH3 laser and 

served to produce a maximum output of 155 mW on the aP(7,l) transition. 

A 90 % reflectivity mirror was used at the output, and the optimum NH3 

pressure was 130 mTorr. The variation of output power with input was 

memssred and is shown in Fig. 3.5b. Again there is no evidence of 

saturation and the slope efficiency is 6 %.

The output efficacies of both the sP(5,3) and aP(7,1) lasers 

are much lower than the 28 % efficiency that Roland et a.measured for 

the sp(7,0) laser-.9 Much of the dispaaity in power output is due to the 

smaller pump powers avavlable from the sequence laser. Howwvee, the 

lower optimum pressures, which result from pumping at smcmier feequency 

offsets, affect the saturation behaaior of the laser and thus limit the 

output power. The low power conversion vf^d'encies of the sP(5,3) and 

aP(7,l) lasers indicate that it may be disadvantageous to operate Raman 

lasers in pure NH3 at smalH pump offsets. To determine clearly the 

effect of pump offset on laser perfomsece was therefore the objbecive 

of the next experiment.

3.4.2 VaalaSle-effset Pump

To examine the behav^r of the NH3 laser at different pump

offsets, the CO2 9t(30) laser line waa chosen to pump ammomra. The
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90 MHz frequency shift provided by an ItUr^aAc■ti■ot acootso-oppic 

mo0utakor ressiSUed in pump offsets of 94 or 274 MHz from the sR(5,0) 

transition. The pur^ng configuration is shown in Fig. 3.6. An 

amplifier stage was added to the hO? laser to compensate for the losses 

in the AOM. To prevent thermal damage to the podutator, the 65 W beam 

was chopped with a 1/20 duty cycle. The hO? beam was focussed into the 

podutcaor, and the freqsency-shifted output directed into the wakkvutde. 

The AOM isolated the hO? laser from feedback, as any returning light 

would be shifeed an additional 90 MHz from the hO? lasing feeqtency and 

thus be outside the gain linewidth of the pump laser. A small amount of 

feedback was observed when the AOM was ope rading, indicating that the 

deflected beam was partially reflected at the rear surface of the 

poddtator. (The surfaces of the AOM were AR-coated at 10.6 (m and had

5 % reflectance at 9.2 pm) The feedback did not seem to affect the 

staaility of the hO? laser o^ulpuu;, which was diUhet-sUabilizel at the 

gain peak of the hO? lie.

Initially the AOM was oriented to provide a 90 MHz downwnift in 

the pump frequency. With a pump power of 32 W at an offset of 94 MHz,

6.3 W of output was produced in a dry-ico-coded w^wt^c^i^tdo. The output 

is smaller than that obtained by Rd land et al. at 184 MHz tfffss,i but 

differescou in pump p^o<a rizati on and cavity length account for much of 

the decrease. These diffeoesceu were noli of great concern, as the 

behava'cr at a foeqtoccy offset of 94 MHz was directly compared to that 

at ?74 MHz.

To pump NHg at an offset of ?74 MHz, al that was requtred was a 



FIGURE 3.6 Schem-aic Oiagaan Of thu apparatus usuO to oppa'cally 

punp NHg at Oil^'^e^r^eoa punp offsets. Thu 

raodStSrO00ia nooOOatoa (AOM) thifat thu fi^equeocy 

Of thu punp radiation by 90 MHz. Thu arrow shows 

the Oireaail)I of propagation of thu acoustic wave io 

the moOuiator when a ‘Oownsetht is requiaeO. Thu 

waveguiOu was terminateO oith . NaCI Bresseer winOow 

fiaieggt to minimize thu loss io thu NHg attit.y. 

Thu mrroat MQ were Oiahaoia aoO thu output coupper 

Mj haO a 12-}- tttotmttioo of 43 %. Piezooiecaric 

artet'lttrat PZT were usuO to opaimizu power io boah 

the punp aoO 12-pm lasers.
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rotation of the AOM by 180° . The pump beam followed the same path as 

before, bu"t was deflected in the oppooHe direction relative to the AOM 

acoustic beam. Thus the only change in the experimental conditions was 

an increase in the pump offset to 274 MHz. A maximum output power of

4.5 W was produced in the cooled woveegide. The graphs of the variation 

of output Wth input power for the too offsets have an interesti ng 

feature. For the laser with the 94 MHz offset, the slopes of the graphs 

correspond to efficiencies of 15 % and 20 % at 300 K and 200 K 

respepcdvely. The slopes of o^tspu't curves for the laser wth the 274 

MHz offset were 28 % and 30 %. Two of the curves are shown in Fig. 3.7. 

The difference in the slope efficiencies is directly related to the 

optimum op e ra ting pressures of NH^, whchh wee ^odd I wami) 

240 / 360 roTorr at 94 MHz offset and 440 / 700 mTorr at 274 MHz. As the 

pump offset is increased, the small-signal gain decreases and higher 

pump powers are required to reach threshold . Howewer, wng absorption 

from the 12-pm transition becomes less important and higher pressures of 

NHg can be used. The molecular relaxation rates in NH3 increase with 

pressure, conseqqqueiy at higher pressure the molrcciar saturation 

effects, which tend to limit the 12-pm o^itput power, are not as great. 

Gain calculations made using the average pump intensity in the w^^egulde 

(600 W/on2) indicate that, althoutjh the s^mUnsignal gain at 94 MHz is 

seven times as large -as that at 274 MHz, the saturation (half-gain) 

intensity - 1$ is 30 W/cml in the 94 MHz laser and 1200 W/cml in the 

274 MHz laser. Thus, higher output powers and rfficirnuirs can be 

expected in larger-offset lasers, if sufaicienl pump intcnsity is



FIGURE 3.7 Venation of 12-pm output power as a function of the 

input powwr, at pump offsets of 94 and 274 MHz.

The 12-pm cav'ty contained a l-Om-long, Z^mm-bore 

caaiilkty tube and the o^tupfi mirror Mj had a 

tkansaiusios of m43% at 12 pm. The issel^•t shows the 

principal NH3 vibtatiosal-roUaUiosal energy levels 

involved in the laser system.
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provided.

3.5 Conclusion

Oppically pumped cw Raman lasers can opc^r'a'te successfully with 

pump offsets as large as 1 GHz.28 io pure NH-g, the 12-pm lasers reach 

optimum efficioney for pump offsets of 100 to 300 MHz. At large pump 

offsets (greater than 1 GHz), very little gain is created at intensities 

that can be produced with a low-pressure CO? laser and at pump

offsets (less than 100 MHz), the low operating pressures limit the 

efcieieccy of the NH? laser. The use of mixtures of NH? with a buffer 

gas wouUd improve Raman lasing at low offsets by increasing the 

relaxation rates in the vibratoonal levels. Howeeer, at low offsets 

inversion gain increases in importance and it becomes posssble to 

operate the laser on a large number of taaositioos in the v? band. 

NHg-N? and NHz~Ar mixtures play an imcortant role in the operation of 

line-tunable NHc lasers, which are the subject of the next chapper.



chapter 4

LINE TUNABLE LASERS

4.1 lntodtuctinn

Pittsed hO£ lasers have been widely used tr opp^Hy pump single 

Urassitioss in the 1 band of NHg, and generate lasing on many lites in 

the 12-um region.7’8 RelClSly, this technique has been extended tr cw 

operation by eapUpyisg acoonto-ooric aoOutatotu tr downnSift hO£ 

tkdikUios inir exact eoioeide^oec with the NHg sR(5,0) UratsiUiot. This 

lownnhlfUcl radiation is a very efficient rptical pump of NHg/Ng 

mixtures, and gain can be created throughout the P-branch of the NHg vg 

band. Js (reviots wo or, lasing was achieved on 20 Tines w ^Nl^g with 

a aaxiata oittptt power of 0.7 W and wavelengths ranging foom 10.7 to

13.2 pm Al the observed Urkssitiosu occurred in ortho-Ndg, i.e., Al 

Urksuitiotu had K= 0, 3, or 6.

Js this chapper we describe, an iauroved llnlottnkbll NHg . laser 

with cw output powers as high as 5.5 W. The pumping technique has been 

extended to produce lasing on ukrk-Ndg IIsis by pumpung the sR(7,l) 

transition. ■ A total of 65 different Urksuitionu with wavdengths foom

10.3 to 13.8 pm have been observed to lase.

4.2 Experimental Apparatus

The 1 spectroscopy of NHg in the vicinity of the■hOg 9R(30) line

44
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was shown in Fig. 2.3. The frequency offsets of the sR(5,0) and 

sR(5,l) transitions are 184 and 336 MHz respertively.10’37 Thus one CO2 

laser line can be used to pump either ortho or para NHg if the pump beam 

is frequencce-sifted by 180 or 360 MHz. The experimental apparatus was 

arranged to achieve the necessary frequency shifts with only one or two 

acousto-ootic mooulaaors. Figure 4.1 shows the initial pumping 

conofguration. The o^cillator-amplifier conbinaaion provided 65 W of 

pump power. To prevent damage to the AOM, the beam was chopped with a 

5 % or 10 % duty cycce. The pump radiation was focussed into a single 

AOM, winch UownanifteU the frequency by 90 MHz. A retro-ref lector 

displaced the beam Mmm horizontai ly and sent it back through the 

mo0olator. The emme-ging radiation, doonshiftrU by 180 MHz, was picked 

Off by the edge of a gold mirror. The beam was directed to a second 

gold mirror, which focussed it into the 2.5-mm bore, 1.0-m long 

wa v^Hide. NaCI Breewtee nnel a findings sealed hhe ends of this

waveguude, which contained a mixture oo NH3 and l^. During an

experiment the mixture was fl owed at a slow rate oo enssre unioong NH3

cuncenraataon, and to alow the pperrtue t0 be changed to optimize the

rerfofflrtcr on each lasing transition.

4.3 Experimenta 1 Resets: Orooo-I^

4.3.1 ^looa0taectiee Ca-vety

In initial exrerinenas, a two-mirror cavity was used to ^2X^1 

the output power produced by the NH3 laser. A dichroic mirror was fixed 

on a eieeoooectcic traasiatoe (PZT) at the input to the oaveguiUe, and



FIGURE 4.1 achemaaiu diagram of the apparatus used to produce 

lasing on ortho- and para-NHe transitions in the 

nonnseirctivr caaity. Piezoe'leetric translators 

PZTs were used to tune the cav'ty lengths of the 

pump and NHg lasers. The retro-reflector RR 

sent the pump radiation back though the 

ruoustoeoptiu Daull^t^or AOM. Mo indicates a 

dichroic mirror. The output mirror M} was selected 

to give maximum output powers on the lasing 

tiissiliusl and the Freon cell was used to eliminate 

any residual 9-pm radiation.
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the 12--pm output was taken foom a pirtot at the other end of the cavvty. 

The output beam passed UVr'OtgV a Fteoso12 ceU, which removed the 

residual 9-pim radiation, and was then directed to the Scientec power 

p^I^i^i'. Jdennlficatiot of the lasing wwaevugth was made using a 0.5 m 

monochromaaar.

To achieve aaxiauia output uonwr, mixtures of 1.0 and 2.0 % NHg 

in Ng were pumped. The 1.0 % mixture gave higher overan powers, and 

the aaxiaula output was produced with an output mirnot that had a 

Uaknsaission of 43 % at 9 and 12 pm. Approxiakkely 18 W of pump power 

reached the NHg lkuet after passing through the —didator. At 300 K the 

laser produced a aaxiaula (mitt-lire) 12 pm oittput power of 3.9 W, at a 

pressure of 5.0 Torr. Wien the waveguide was surrounded with a dty-ice 

jacket, the output power increased to 5.5 W, at an optimum pressure of 

3.0 Torr. This reureuests a power conversion effcie^r^cy of 33 % and a 

quantum kffisiency of 44 %.

Maximum powers on several strong. Uses were aeakured at . 200 K. 

The 12-pm ckvity was -turned from line to line by changing the cavi’ty 

length, which coutd be varied by several tens of ekvvlesgtVu by 

adjusting a differential mcromeer on the PZT stage. The ope rating 

point' fot an individual Use was chosen so as to minimize the 

co^IJm^-titios from ' ' other Unes. Output powers obtained on individual 

-ratsitiots are lsstmd in Table 4.1. ' Although canpiete iuola-iot of an 

individual■lire was sot always achieved, fot the strongest 5 of the 6 

Uses that were aepkkred, at least 80% of the -o-al output' power was on 

the trktsi0iot indicated. On the sP(5,0) and the sP(7,0) trkltsi0iots,
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TABLE 4.1

O^^^rved cw laser transitions in ortho-NHg. The 9-um pump power was 
%18 W on the sR(5,0) transition. In all cases the length of the NH3 
cavity was 1.0 m. The relative powers were measured in the grating-tuned 
cavity and the maximum powers in the two-mirror cavity.

Transnitiota Frequency 12-pim Power
[cm"1] (observed) Rd ati veb Maximtm0

(±.10 cm"~) ' (%) (W)

sQ(3,3) 967.346 967.18 42d
sQ(4,3) 966.905 966.64 28d
sQ(6,6) 965.354 965.24 43d
sQ(7,6) 964.596 964.37 5d
aR(0,0) 951.776 951.69 28d

splO) 948.232 9413.02 33d
aQ(5»3) 932.992 932.97 30d

aQ(4,3) 931.774 931.69 40d

aQ(3,3) 930.757 930.72 53e
aQ(7,6) 929.162 929.27 10e
aQ(6,6) 927.323 927.39 40

aa(9»9) 921.255 921.27 7
sP(3,0) 908.199 901.23 34
aP(2,0) 892.156 892.16 44
sP(4,3) 887.877 887.88 11

sP(5,0) 868.002 867.99 100 3.1
aP(4,0) 853.818 853.76 75 2.5

aP(4,3) 851.327 851.23 42
sP(6,3) 847.578 847.63 63
aP(5,3) 832.635 832.56 49 2.0
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Table 4.1 (cont. )

sP(7,O) 827.878 827.90 71 3.5

sP(7,6) 826.470 826.51 5
aP(6,0) 816.651 816.74 31 1.9

aP(6,3) 814.241 814.36 53 1.2
sP(8,3) 807.472 807.57 9

sP(8,6) 806.274 806.34 18
aP(7,3) 796.134 796.17 8
aP(7,6) 788.510 788.59 13
sP(9,3) 787.576 787.72 3

sP(9,6) 786.191 786.22 3

aP(8,0) 780.568 780.67 13

aP(8,3) 778.290 778.37 8
aP(8,6) 770.914 770.99 13

sP(10,3) 767.809 767.80 <1
sP(10,6) 766.252 766.20 2

aP(9,3) 760.694 760.74 11
aP(9,6) 753.590 753.76 29

aP(10,0) 745.420 745.50 6
aP(10,3) 743.307 743.43 4

aP(10,6) 736.509 736.68 9
aPflO^ 723.270 723.31 <1

a) From Ref. 22.

b) 100 % corresponds'to <300 mW cw. Unless otherwise noted, the 
measurement was made in the 2.5-mm.bore waveguide at 300K.

c) The maximum powers were measured with an output coupling of. 
36-43 %. The 2.5-mm bore waaeeuude, cooled to 200K, was used.

d) Measured in the 1.5mm bore waveguide cooled to 200K.

e) Measured . in the 1.5mm bore' waveguide at 300K.
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more than 3W of output power was produced.

To determine the dependence of ojltpult power on input power, the 

pump power was reduced by decreasing the RF power driving the AOM. 

Figure 4.2 shows the variation of output with input power for both 

single- and mH;i-in^e operation. In each case the o^ltpu't varies 

linearly with input power and no saturation is evident.

Although it is advantageous to pump close to resonance to obtain 

maximum inversion of the vibrational levels, inversion can be created 

with offerssonance eumping. Siemsen et al. observed cw line-tunable 

lasing with pump offsets as ' large as 50 MHz (offset from the aR(3,3) 

transition).o in a preliminary experiment R was decidled to use a 

single modulator and pump a 2.0 % NH3/N2 mixture at an offset of 94 MHz. 

A 2.5-mm bore, 1.0-m long waveguide was used and, with an input power of 

32 W, lasing was observed on 10 tr^ansitO^ns. A 90 % reflectivity mirror 

was used at the output end. When a 64 % reflectivity mirror was used, a 

maxxmum multi-l-ine power of 800 mW was produced. The output power and 

number of lasing transitions is less than that found in similar 

conni'toons when ou—nog close to resonance. Thus the improved 

effectiveness of ptmn-ng near resonance more than compensates for the 

the loss foom an addRional pass thoough the moSdlRaor.

4.3.2 Grattgg-tlJned Cavity

The substaatial improvement in power obtainable on ' individual 

lnnes in the ltve-tunaSle NHg laser.should be xcco-pxnned by an increase 

in the number of trasiitiont on which lasing can be achieved in a



FIGURE 4.2 Varaation of the 12-p^m output power as a function 

of the input power pumping the sR(5,O) trans Won 

on resonance. A 1.0% NH3/N2 mixture at a 

pressure of 3.0 Torr was used in a 1.0-m long,

2.5-mm  bore oavegunUe. The output mirror had a 

transmission of m43%.
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grkting-tuntd caaity. To verify this lxpultaaion, we replaced the 

output mirtot of the NHg cavity with a 12-u— grating (79 llnesama 

35° blaze). The dichroic mirror then served as both the input and the 

output coupler (sss Fig. 4.3). A uscond dichroic mitrot was tnd to 

direct the output to the 0.5 m mmmocnrromtor and the deteecor. The

perfcrknncss of 0.5 % and 1.0 % WF^/Ng mixtures were compared to 

determine if iauroesaentu in Hne -tn^tlli-y could be made by operating 

at higher pressures. The 0.5 % mixture ut^ovsd to be sign-ificantly

beteer, and lasing was observed at room temperaatre on 31 different 

-rktuitiotu (sss Table 4.1). Optimum presstres fot lasing varied from 5 

to 8 Toor, generelly increasing as higher-J taansitions were sxkaissd. 

Wien a 0.5 % NHgdArgon mixture was used, a few more high-j Uratuitiois 

were observed to lase. This imurovsaent may be kt-riblltld to the slower 

V-T relaxation rate of NHg in argon compared with the rate of NHg in 

Ng.38 The rotational relaxation rate due to argon is also slower. 

Hence, in argon mixtures the optimum operea^isg pressures krs higher thas 

Uhoue found in Ng mixtures, and larger gain cooahicicntu .are produced on 

all Uratuitiotu.

Gaan on t^he Q and R ^^^0^ is NHg is earvrculerly uensiUevs 

to the ratio N^/N^, which is dstsrainsd by the pump intansity. Changing 

the 2.5— bore waveguide to one of 1.5— bore i■scaekssd the kvsrkgs 

pump it-atsi-y by a factor of 3. Tim gkvs much better lasing 

uerfoanasue ■ . on . UVs G-branch transstOons, but several of ■ the 

longsr-wkvelssgth li ms no losger lased, due to the increased 

propagation and diffractiot losses in the narrower-bore tube. To



FIGURE 4.3 Schemattc diagram of the apparatus used to produce 

Inne-Cutable lasing in NH^ when grating

tetc^rblity was dessr'ed. (cf. Fig. 4.1) A dichroic 

mirror Mq was used as a bearspSitter to direct 

the 12-Lim radiation to the detector.
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further improve the gain on low-J transitions, the waveguide was cooled 

with dry ice. A 0.5% NF^-Ar mixture was used, at pressures of 8 to 9 

Torr. In addition to observing several new Q lines and the sP(l,O) 

transstion, we achieved the first cw lasing on an NH3 v. R-branch 

transition, the aR(0,0) transition. Lasing on an R-transstion indicates 

that there is a high degree of inversion between the v2=l and ground 

(^2=0) vibrational states. For gain to appear on the aR(0,0) 

transstion, the ratio -j/Nq must exceed 1.0, i.e., at least half the 

ortho-NHg populution must be transferred to the v.=l level.

In total, lasing was observed on 41 distinct ortho transstions. 

Using the comppter model described s’n sectinn 2.3.2, tee gann

cof^eefcients on the ortho lines in the s- band were caRented for each 

of the connngurations used. The resuVts are shown in Figs. 4.4 and 

4.5. The calculttions indicate that a minimum gain of 0.14 % cm_l was 

requ'ir^ed to produce l^^sng in the 2.5-mm boee waveguide cavity nnd 

0.42 % cm"! jn the 115-mm baoe tateeu■idnl 211 tnansitnons wiRh gain

exceeding loss have been observed to lase, with the exception of a few 

closely-spaced lines.

The grating-tuned ' cavity permits much greater seeeetivity of 

lasing transitions than does the two-mirror cavity, but the low 12-um 

trinsmission of the input/output . dichroic mirror limits the output 

power. 1 - The efficiency of the 12-um ' - grating was measured in a 

near-Littrow conoigguation, using the 12-um output from the two-mirror 

NHg laser. Approximateey 90% of the output was reflected back from the 

grattng. As a consequence of the high grating effc^ei^ncy, very little



FIGURE 4.4 Calcuirted small-signal gain for various P, Q, and R 

tratsitiots in the v? band of NH3. A 0.5 % 

NtH/Argon mixture was used, at a ' pressure of 8 Torr. 

The calculation was made for a pump intensity of 

234 W/cml on the sR(5,0) trrtsiHiut, indicated by 

the asterisk. This ittetsity is the average produced 

by the 18W pump beam in a 2.5-mm bore waveegide, after 

losses from the two dichroic mirrors and from coupping 

into the waveguide are taken into account The dashed 

line represents the estimated average loss in the 

waveguide cavity. The increase in losses at short 

waarimcgths is primeirily due to the change in 

reflectivity of the input dichroic mirror in this 

region.
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FIGURE 4.5 hhaclttkted smaal-signal gain for various -rasuitOosu 

in the v2 band of NH-3. A 0.5 % NHd-Argon 

mixture at a pressure of 10 Torr was kuutmecl. A pump 

is-assi-y of 650 W/cmi on the sR(5,0) -rasui-ios 

was used, corresponding to the kesrags is-essi-y, 

with losses takes itUo accoutiS, produced in the

1.5-am  bore wavegutde. The dashed Hnes rsprssest 

the sutiaaUsd kvsrkus loss in the waveguide cav^y. 

The insert shows tLhe iaurovsaent is lasing 

usrforakscs os low-j Urksuitionu when the waveguide 

was cooled with dry ice.
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power was measured in the zeroth order reflection from the grating. 

Several other gratings were tried, the best of which (PTR WL303, 150 

lisss/mm) produced about 800 mW of power on the sP(7,0) transition. 

This is a factor of 3 greater than the maximum pow^r that was obtained 

when the dichroic mirror served as both the input and output mirror. 

However, the range of optimum coupling off the grating was limited 

because the of the grating changed consi’derably over the

range of wavveengths used. An additional disadvantage of coupUng off 

the grating is the change in the dirrctioi of the output beam whenever a 

new lasing trans'itoon is s^ea:ef^d. The best sooution to maaimizing 

output power and lne tuna^l^y would involve changing the input/output 

mrror of the NH3 laser. Dichroic mrrors having 12 pm reflectivites 

of 50 % to 90 % wou^ be needed and the 12 pm grating wouud be retained 

at the other end of the NHg cavaty to provide wavelength sr1evViiVty.

4.4 Experimenta1 RvvuHHs: Paaa-HHg

Pollowing successful iasing in orhlio-NHg, the pumping 

conniguration was . moddfied to bring the CO2 radiation into coincidence 

with a para transition. A second A0W was' inserted before the 

retro-refl ector to provide a total of 360 MHz dowisNft in the frvquency 

of the R(30) pump. ' The adiidtional loss in the modudator resulted in 

onny '6 W of 9-pm power being incident on the NH3 laser, at an offset of 

about. 25 MHz foom ■ the sR((,l) brvisition. To increase the probibility 

of muli-l-^r^v lasing we used a 1.5-mm bore waaeguide, which maintained 

an vwvrvHV intenssty ur//arable to that produced in the 2.5-mm bore tube
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in the previous experiment. Lasing was readily attained, and a maximum 

of 240 mW of 12-pm radiation was produced in the non-nslective cavity. 

Maximum output powf^r was achieved with a 1.0 % NHg/Ar mixture cooled to 

200 K ' and an output mirror transmitting 36 % of the 12-pm radiation. 

The output powers on several individual transitions are listed in Table 

4.2. The power levels are much smaller than those on similar lines in 

ortho-MHg due to the lower pump power and the greater loss in the 

narrow-bore tube. In a high-refec^divvt/ cavity, a 9-um power of 1.4 W 

was required to reach the threshold of lasing on the sP(7,l) transition. 

The low available pump power is the major factor limitin^g the cw 

para-NHg laser to low-efficiency ope ration at present.

In the g^^gg-tuned cavity, only two transitions were observed 

to lase at room tempeeaaure, but dry-ice cocding brought about lasing on 

a total of 24 para-NHg trans 1’^0^. The relative powers of these lnnes 

are summmmized in Table 4.2. The compuuer model can also be used to 

predict gain on u^r^ai^i^ra^fitio^ns. The caiculated gain coenticients are 

shown in Fig. 4.6 for a 0.5 % NH^-Ar mixture pumped with an intensity 

of 225 W/cm^. . Once aga^, a t-ees-old gain of 0.4 % cm-- is required 

and al isolated tr^ansi'tu^ns with higher gains are observed to lase.

4.5 - Conci-sions

* In this chhrfei, substaadal improvements' in the perhnimrcce of 

NHg inversion - lasers are reported. In ortho-Nlg, output- powers in 

excess of 3 W have been generated on individual lines, and power 

conversion efficietcies of 33% have been achieved in multt-line
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TABLE 4.2

OOserved cw laser transitions in para-NHg. The 9-pm pump power was 
%6W on the sR(5,l) transition and all measurements were made using a
1.5-mm  Sore, 1.0-m long waveguide cooled to 200K.

Transition3 Frequency
(observed)

5±.10 cm"1)

12 pm Power
[cm1] Relativeb

5%)

Maximum0
(mW)

aQ(2,2) 931.333 931.44 32
aQ(4,4) 929.898 929.77 100
aQ(5,5) 928.754 928.62 53
sP(5^,l) 908.177 908.11 59
aP(2,l) 891.882 891.97 65

sP(4,l) 888.079 887.96 41
aP(3,l) 872.567 872.60 43
aP(3,2) 871.737 871.87 51
sP(P.l) 867.969 867.91 54
aP(P,l) 853.548 853.44 39

aP(4,2) 852.725 852.65 20
sP(P,l) 847.876 847.79 4
aP(P,l) 834.824 834.79 27 90
aP(5,2) 834,012 834.03 16 90
aP(5,4) 830.653 830.63 21

s((T^,l) 827.833 827.94 86 220
a3(6,l) 816.386 816.52 15 50
aP(6,2) 815.591 815.53 34 70
aP(6,4) 812.301 812.30 14 40
aP(6,5) 809.715 809.70 24
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a) From Ref. 22.

Table 4.2 (coC)

Trannitiona Frequency
(observed)

(±.10 cm~1)

12 pm Power
Relafive* Maximum0

(%) (mW)

aP(7,i) 798.222 798.25 6
aP(7,2) 797.448 797.55 27
aP(7,4) 794.244 79-1.30 14
aP(7,5) 791.727 791.78 ' 10

b) Relative powers were measured in the grating-tuned cavity. The 
increase in transmission cf the dichroic input/cutput mirrcr 
at frequencies greater than 850 cm—*- results in increased 
relative powers in that region.

c) Maximum powers were measured in a 2-mirror cavity with 35 to 43 % 
output coutling and 1.0 or 2.0 % NH3/Ar mixtures.



FIGURE 4.6 Calculated gain on para transitions in the band 

of NHg when the sR(,l) lnne is pumped. Parameters 

were set to correspond to a pump intensity of 

225 W/cm2, a temppeature of 200 K, and a 0.5 % 

NHHgArgon mx at a pressure of 4.5 Torr. The 

estimated loss liie for the 1.5-me bore waveguide 

cavity is shown.
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operation. Io sdcHtioo, wo have produced the first cw lone-uunable 

oporation on pvrv--H- trsorStioor, maViea a total (ortho and para) of 65 

liier on which lsri■oa takes place io the 10.3 to 13.8 urn wavevoogth 

rvogr. Io the foliowina chapter, several applications of this lssrr 

tfll be described and future drerlxementr of cdetinuour-wvee -Hg lasers 

Wi l bo discussed.



CHAPTER 5

Conclusion

This thesis preussted -he results of several experimental 

ineastiukUOoss of cw aid-infrkrat laser uyuUaas. Both Ramas and 

inversion 12-pm lasers havs bssn sxkaisst and avalua-et usisg coamuUer 

mjOdls of the separate gain processes. hoosSiderabbe iaurovsaentu were 

made is the output power asd in -he number of wsekienggns urotucat by cw 

lSna■ttuskbla NHg lasers. Is -he light of ths experimental resul-s, 

ft-tre tsesloimentu asd kppiicatioss of cw NHg lasers wil be discussed.

Is oppt'cally pumped NHg lkuars, both Rc—as and inversion 

urocauuau occur, but at pump offsets significantly greater -has 90 MHz 

only -he Ramas sca-aering urocsuu generates gaan. Prior -o the prauas- 

work, osSy -wo cw Rc—as lasers had bees made -o operate, with pump 

faeqtascy offsets of 184 MHz end 1.35 GHz. The lsiitll focus of the 

prauant work was the consUrtction of -wo new cw lasers -ha- were ptapad 

rt frllusncy offsets of less UVcs 150 MHz. SmpaSer pump frequency 

offsets geserally iapUy greater Ramas gain fot a gives pump isUassiUy 

and tVarafora lower inttnssitei required -o 'sicV lasisg threshold. TVs 

two sew lasers did not cosfo— -o -his behhvvor bacetua fkcUoru such as 

the ground utata uopltlakiosu and dipole Urasuitios ale—eSs,- whhcV also 

affect gain, changs from one -rasuitOos -o motheii. A single pvevmaaee 

is sot adequate -o detaraise the lasing chaeaaehrisSics of a Rkaks 
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system, but detailed comppUee oaloulations accurately predict the gain 

produced for a variety of experimental pumming conUiti■ous.

The effect of pump offset was isolated expptiimetally by pumf^png 

a single transition, the sR5,0) line, at offsets of 94 and 274 MHz. 

The lasing threshold at 94 MHz offset occurred at a much lower pump 

power than for the 274 MHz offset, but the power conversion efficiency 

after lasing had been achieved was signifioantly higher (30 % compared 

to 20 %) at the larger pump offset. The output power of the laser is 

determined by the saturation of the 12-um gain, which is reached when 

the pumping rate of the molecuues approaches the rate at which moiocules 

repopuuate the lower pumped level. , This relaxation rate is uropootional 

to the gas pressure. At sman pump offsets it is necessary to operate 

at lower NHg pressures, where saturation occurs at lower ietenuitiei and 

the efficieucy of the laser is reduced. At larger offsets it is 

uossible to operate at higher pressures, where saturation is not as

great. When a sufficiently high pump intensity is used, Raman lasing at 

frequency offsets greater than 200 MHz can be very efficient.

In chapter 4, an investigation of the perfornlaece of the cw 

lnne"^^r laser was described. It was found that output powers 

increased ■substantially when higher pump powers were used and argon

performed somewhat better than nit^ee as a thermaliznng gas. Many new

cw ■ Iuuis were observed to lase in a grating gutuned cava^y, but no one 

cavvty conjuration was optimal for al lasing waaeierngth. A low-loss 

waveguide was rrqtlrrd for lasing on the ldg-wavelength, low-gain 

traneitioes. In-a narrower-bore tube, the higher pump i^e^iaies 
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greatly increased the gain at shorter wavelengths and additional lines 

were observed to lase. Cool ing to 200 K further improved the 

performance in the 10 to 11 pm region. Prior to the present work, cw 

line-tunable lasing had been achieved onny on ortho-NHg transitions. By 

feequency shifting the CO^ 9R(30) pump radiation into resonance with the 

sR(5,l) transstion, lasing was produced on several para-NHg hrtnsihions. 

A total of 65 (ortho and para) transitions have been observed to lase, 

at wavelengths of 10.3 to 13.8 pm.

The results of chapter 4 clearly demronnsate that high output 

power and wide lnne tunanility can be achieved in NHg lasers. Further 

developments along the lnnes of ■ a compact pumrong arrangerrnn, in which 

eNNFg is pumped (directly by C0g radiation, are expected in the near 

future, and it is likely that a 13c°2 laser wiil be used with 14NHg in a 

similar arrangement shortly thereafter. The line-tunaNe NHg laser has 

already been used to ^aMish secondary feequency standards in the 11 

to 13 pm region.10 The laser wouud be an exceptionnlle efficient pump 

of low-pressure pure NHg because it lases at line center of the NHg 

transitions. In principle, any transst'lon that lased in the . NHg cavity 

could be used to produce t-^uit^8^d lasing. A line-tunaVle far-IR 

laser could be m^c^dT, with . output at wwtvrenghhs of 50 to 2000 pm.

In summmry, the cw ' NHg laser has extended the deririblr 

chafeate^istics of the COg laser to a new range of frequencies. A lar^cje 

number of lasing transiti'crs now cover the 11 to 14-pm wwwwlength region 

and powers in excess of 1 W have been produced 'on several lnnes. Many 

of ■ the applications that have ■ been found for COg lasers can now be 
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considered for -H3 lasers and serious conside ration can bo given to the 

dreolxement of cw -H- lasers opr rating io other parts of the iofi^ai~ed.
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